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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A continuously variable transmission (CVT) is an alternative to the traditional
transmission in vehicles today. It is capable of providing an infinite amount of gear ratios within
a certain range. The concept for the CVT has been around for decades, but it has only recently
began to gain popularity in vehicles today as the race for better fuel economy continues. Since
the CVT can be in the most optimal gear ratio for fuel economy at all times, it can increase the
fuel economy of the vehicle, making it very desirable in today’s market.
CVT’s do have one major flaw. They in general are considered to be unreliable when
compared to their fixed gear ratio counterparts. The can be costly when a car owner is forced to
replace the entire transmission when the CVT fails prematurely. The most common point of
failure is the steel belt that connects between two pulleys.
The goal is to design and prototype a CVT design that eliminates the steel belt which is
the most common point of failure. This design will be required to have a gear ratio range of
3.1:1 to 0.7:1 while transmitting a maximum of 240 N-m of torque. It will also need to be able to
rotate at a maximum of 9000 rpm and last throughout the life of a vehicle. A typical lifespan of a
vehicle is about 200,000 miles of distance traveled by the vehicle. The final requirement is for
the CVT to be able to operate within a temperature range of -40°C to 150°C.
After the design was completed a prototype was constructed to demonstrate the concept
and prove that a CVT is possible without the need for a steel belt. The prototype was then
tested to see if it meets the requirements of the project.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
In today’s automotive industry standard internal combustion gasoline or diesel engines
(ICE’s) require a transmission in order to keep the rpm’s of the ICE at an optimal rate. A
standard automobile typically has a speed range of around 0-100 mph. The engine however,
needs to be constantly running within a certain rpm to ensure good fuel efficiency and power
output. Thus, a transmission is needed to allow the engine to run at the optimal rpm while the
vehicle is able to drive at any desired speed.
Continuously variable transmissions (CVT’s) are an alternative to the standard
transmission that has a fixed set of gears that the car or driver can choose from to keep the
engine at an optimal rpm depending on the situation. The very first known sketches of the CVT
originated all the way back in 1490 by Leonardo DaVinci. It was first patented in 1886 by
Diamler and Benz and it finally appeared in a production vehicle made by Subaru in 1980.
1.2 Principles of Operation
A CVT is a very simple concept. It has two pulleys and one steel belt that connects the
two. The diameters of these two pulleys are able to be changed so that an infinite number of
torque ratios are possible for the output shaft. This allows for the perfect torque ratio to always
be available for optimum acceleration and/or fuel efficiency.

Figure 1: CVT Diagram
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1.3 Product Definition
The overall outcome of the project is to prove that an alternative concept is possible for
the CVT as well as prove that it is superior in terms of long term reliability when compared to the
current models. The CVT design will need to have a comparable continuous range of gear
ratios as current CVT’s. Along with that, it will also be subjected to the same torque, heat, and
long term use as other transmissions. It would also be favorable to produce a compact design
that is also lightweight so it will not require a large envelope while improving fuel economy. The
other focus of the design will be to make it cheap to manufacture while also using cheap
materials.
2.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT
2.1 Need
Internal combustion engines are a huge part of today’s car market. As the amount of
cars on the road increases, the push for better fuel economy has been a huge focus in the
automotive industry for the last several decades. A concept that has been around for a very
long time, but never implemented was the continuously variable transmission. The CVT has
been gaining popularity in vehicles over the past few years.
On average a CVT only lasts about 100,000 vehicle miles which is not very good when
considering that traditional automatic transmissions typically last much longer than that. The
most common point of failure is the steel belt that connects the two pulleys of the CVT. Also
when the CVT fails, it needs to be fully replaced almost every time due to the expensive
components and complex design. This carries a large price tag of $3,000 - $5,000 for a full
CVT replacement. Because of this, many customers are hesitant to buy a vehicle with a CVT
due to poor reliability.
The CVT is still a very important concept for greatly improving fuel economy. The
problem is that the current design just is not reliable enough for the current car market. A new
design would need to provide the same gear ratio range while making the design simpler,
and/or more reliable.
2.2 Requirements
The requirements for a CVT will vary based on the application. If the vehicle is semitruck, the lowest gear ratio will need to be much smaller than when compared to a typical
9

sedan. For that reason, the 2017 Chevrolet Cruze LT 1.4L Turbo was chosen as the vehicle
that will determine the requirements for the design. The Chevrolet Cruze was chosen because
it is a popular vehicle in today’s market and represents an average modern sedan. According to
Automobile Catalog, the Cruze makes a maximum of 153 horsepower when the engine is
spinning at 5600 rpm. It also has a maximum torque output of 177 ft-lb (240 N-m) between
2000 rpm and 4000 rpm. The torque and horsepower curves for the Cruze (figure 2) show the
horsepower and torque as a function of engine speed. The CVT will need to be capable of
transmitting the torque along the entire range of rpm. 240 N-m will be the required maximum
torque that will need to be transferred through the CVT. The horsepower will not be taken into
account for the design of the CVT.
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Figure 2: Torque and Horsepower Curves for 2017 Chevrolet Cruze

The CVT will also need to be able to provide a continuous range of gear ratios in order
to allow for the engine to remain at an optimal speed while providing adequate acceleration of
the vehicle. According to Car Bibles, the lowest gear in a modern car is typically 3.166:1 and
the highest gear is typically 0.972:1. Here, the ratio is engine speed to transmission speed. For
the purposes of the CVT design, the lowest gear ratio was chosen as 3.1:1 and the highest gear
ratio was chosen as 0.7:1.
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In order to be able to function in an actual vehicle, the CVT design will need to spin as
fast as the engine does in the Cruze. Because of this, the CVT design will need to be capable
of spinning at the maximum output speed of the transmission which is the maximum speed of
the engine at the maximum gear ratio of the transmission. The maximum speed of the engine is
6400 rpm and the maximum gear ratio is 0.7:1. Therefore, by dividing 6400 by 0.7, the
maximum rotational speed of the transmission will be approximately 9150 rpm. A factor of
safety of 2.0 will be implemented making the requirement for the maximum rotation speed to be
18300 rpm. The design must also be durable. The design should be able to survive for at least
200,000 miles (320,000 km) of distance traveled by the vehicle. The final requirement is for the
design to be able to operate in a temperature range of -40°C to 150°C.
Table 1: Summary of design requirements

Requirement

Value

Maximum Torque Transfer

240 N-m

Maximum Rotation Speed

18300 rpm

Lowest Gear Ratio

3.1:1

Highest Gear Ratio

0.7:1

Minimum Durability

200,000 vehicle miles

Operating Temperature Range

-40°C - 150°C

3.0 CONCEPT DESIGN
3.1 Preliminary Design Brief
The goal of this project is to design and build a CVT design that does not have a belt
between two pulleys as described earlier. This alternative CVT design should accomplish the
same tasks as the current CVT design while addressing and improving upon the shortcomings
of the current design. In order to accomplish the same tasks as the current CVT, the new
design will be required to provide a continuous range of gear ratios from 3.1:1 to 0.7:1. It will
also need to transmit the maximum torque output from the engine which is 240 N-m.
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3.2 Extended Design Brief
Current vehicle with internal combustion engines require a transmission in order to
operate effectively. A CVT provides a continuous range of gear ratios so that the engine is
always operating at maximum efficiency or power output, depending on the drivers input. For a
typical engine to operate in its optimal range, a gear ratio range of 3.1:1 to 0.7:1 is required for a
typical vehicle from stop to top speed. The design will also have to survive in the same
environment as a current transmission. This means operating in temperature ranging from
-40°C to 150°C, lasting for at least 200,000 vehicle miles, rotating at a maximum of 18300 rpm,
and accepting an input torque of at least 240 N-m. The design will also need to be able to fit in
a similar envelope as a typical transmission.
3.3 Function Structure Diagrams
Below is the overall function structure diagram for the CVT. It is relatively straight
forward. The CVT will receive engine rotational speed as well as engine torque. The throttle
position will be analyzed by a computer which will determine what the gear ratio of the CVT
should be. The CVT will then output rotational speed and torque to the wheels. It will also have
energy losses which will be in the form of noise and heat.

Figure 3: Overall Function Structure Diagram

The detailed function structured diagram gives a more detailed look into the functionality
of the CVT. To the left of the dotted line includes objects that will not be considered in the
design and will be taken care of by the vehicle manufacturer. Objects lying to the right of the
dotted line represent what will be designed for this project.
The gear ratio will be determined by the rotational speed of the engine and the throttle
(gas pedal) position. These two parameters will be measured and read by the vehicles onboard computer. The computer will then determine what the optimal gear ratio should be based
on those two parameters.
Next, the computer will send a signal to the motor connected to the worm gear shaft
telling it what speed to rotate at, what direction to rotate, and how long to rotate to spin the
13

worm gear. The worm gear will then rotate due to the torque applied by the motor. When the
worm gear rotates, it will move the disk along the cone which will change the gear ratio. As a
consequence the worm gear will have energy losses in the form of heat and noise.
The input gear will be spun at the same rotational speed as the engine and have a
torque applied to it from the engine. It will provide a rotational speed, and output torque as well
as a location on the cone which will determine the gear ratio. Again, it will have energy loss
through heat and noise. The output cone will then spin at a different output rotational speed and
output torque which will go to the wheels of the vehicle. The different output rotational speed
will be due to the input gear location along the cone. As with all of the other CVT components,
the output cone will have energy losses due to heat and friction.

Figure 4: Detailed Function Structure Diagram

3.4 Morphological Chart
By utilizing a morphological chart, several concepts can be developed from several
concepts for each sub-system of the design. This allows for several combinations to be
developed and helps find the best solution for each sub-system.
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Table 2: Morphological Chart

Several concepts can be developed from the above morphological chart. Each subsystem has four different concepts that allows for many potential combinations. The chart
below summarizes some of the combinations that were developed using the morphological
chart.
Table 3: Morphological chart combinations
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3.5 Concept Sketches
There were several concept sketches developed from the morphological chart. These
concept sketches aim to provide several potential solutions to the problem.

Figure 5: Concept 1: Internal cone engagement

Concept 1 utilizes the idea of a cone engaging internally with a gear through friction.
The cone can then slide along the inside of the external gear which will change the gear ratio of
the system. Because the internal cone is much smaller than the external gear, it would need to
be the input gear because it will always rotate faster than the external gear. An additional gear
on the outside of the external gear would be necessary for this concept to achieve gear ratios
where the transmission spins faster than the engine. The cone and the gear will need to be
pushed together with significant force to ensure that they do not slip when transmitting torque.
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Figure 6: Concept 2: External Cone engagement

Concept 2 is much like concept 1 except it has the input and output gears engaged
externally. This concept allows for a simple gear ratio change where the disk moves along the
cone. For this concept, the either gear can be the input gear depending on the dimensions of
the components.
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Figure 7: Concept 3: Internal cone engagement with roller on cone

Concept 3 is the same as concept 1 except the cone is fitted with rollers that allow it to
slide along the external gear easily. These rollers would still resist slipping in the rotational
direction. So this concept would still be effective in transmitting the torque from the engine to
the wheels while not requiring a large force to change the gear ratio.

Figure 8: Concept 4: External cone engagement with roller on cone
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Concept 4 is a combination of concepts 2 and 4. It utilizes the external gear concept
from concept 2 and uses the rollers from concept 4. Again with the rollers, the force required to
move the disk and change gear ratios will be small relative to the concepts which do not have
rollers.

Figure 9: Concept 5: 4, 45° cones engaged externally

Concept 5 has 4 cones that have an incline of 45° and are engaged externally. This
particular concept allows for a large axial force to be applied which can provide the necessary
force required for the cones to not slip when transmitting the maximum amount of torque. The
cones across from each other can move closer or farther apart from each other to change the
gear ratio of the system. The input and output of this system are 90° from each other. For
example, the input could be the left and right gear and the output could be the top and bottom
gears.
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Figure 10: Concept 6: 2-stage cones engaged internally

Concept 6 has 2 stages of cone engagement. There is a small cone, a middle cone and
the final external cone. The cones all engage internally with the cone to the right of it. This
design would allow for a large gear ratio range. For this case the input would need to be the
small cone to the left and the output would need to be the large external gear on the right.
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Figure 11: Concept 7: Multiple internal cones engaged radially

Concept 7 is much like the internal gear concept except in this case there are multiple
cones engaged with the large gear. This would allow for a more uniform load and would allow
for the cones to be pushed radially outward to evenly provide enough load to not allow the
cones to slip.
3.6 Objective Tree
The objective tree has the role of breaking down aspects of the design and assigning a
value as to how important that aspect is to the overall design. All of the values should add up to
one for each level of the tree.
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Figure 12: Objective Tree

The two main components of the CVT design were determined to be reliability and
manufacturability. Reliability was then broken down into gear surface wear and stress on
components. Gear surface wear is important because if there is too much wear between the
friction gears, then the part will likely not last the required 200,000 vehicle miles. Because of
this, minimizing the slip between the friction gears will be a main priority. The stress on
components is also an important aspect of the reliability. If there is too much stress on a
particular component or there is too high of a cyclic load, then the part could fail prematurely.
Manufacturability was chosen as an important design consideration for the CVT. It was
chosen because vehicles are typically produced in high volumes. Therefore, making a design
that is easy to manufacture will reduce the overall cost of producing the CVT. Manufacturability
can be further broken down into number of components, part complexity, and material cost. If
there are lots of components that make up the design, then the design is not cost effective
because it will take more operations to build the design. Part complexity is also important
because if the component is too difficult or expensive to mass produce, then the design is not
cost effective. Finally, if the materials chosen for the components are expensive or difficult to
work with, then the design will also be harder to manufacture.
3.7 Weighted Decision Matrix
A weighted decision matrix was utilized to identify the best design based on the values
outlined in the objective tree. This will ensure that the best concept is chosen and expanded
further. The weighted decision matrix will rate each concept in each of the categories of the
objective tree on a scale of 1-5. The rating will then be multiplied by the weight factor which
was determined in the objective tree to determine the weighted rating for each set of criteria.
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Each of the weighted scores will be added up and the concept will be given a total weighted
score. The score will be based on the perception of the design concept.
Table 4: Weighted Decision Matrix

Looking at Table 2, it is clear that the external cone engagement concept will provide the
best solution to the problem. It will likely require the fewest amount of parts while providing a
realistic design that is relatively cheap and easy to manufacture.
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4.0 EMBODIMENT DESIGN
4.1 Embodiment Design Rules
There are four embodiment design rules. The first that will be discussed is clarity of
function. Since the CVT will be located inside the vehicle, it will be difficult for everyday drivers
to misuse the product. The customers of this product (tier 0 vehicle manufacturers) would need
to know all of the specifications and limitations of the product to ensure that the CVT will provide
a good solution for changing the output gear ratio.
Simplicity is the second design rule. The design will feature as few components as
possible while still being easy to assemble. With less components, there is less chance of one
of them failing. Due to the gear and cone meshing externally, less components will be required
to make up the design. It was the simplest design that was capable of accomplishing the task at
hand.
The third embodiment design rule is safety. Safety is incorporated into the design by
keeping the moving components out of reach from vehicle operators. The CVT will be
completely enclosed and have no moving parts exposed to the outside of the vehicle. This will
ensure that it will not harm anyone even when the engine is running.
Finally, the fourth embodiment design rule is minimum impact on environment. This
design will have a positive effect of the environment. It will make cars more fuel efficient which
will require less fuel consumption and thus less harmful exhaust from the car. In addition, the
CVT design will not be made of any harmful materials or require and type of manufacturing that
would cause harm to the environment.
4.2 Embodiment Design Principles
Four embodiment design principles will be taken into account. The first is force and
transmission. For this design, the input torque and rotational speed will be transferred to the
output shaft through a disk and a cone that are meshed through friction. The location of the disk
along the cone will determine the gear ratio of the system. There also another shaft that will
change the location of the disk along the cone. The shaft will be a worm drive and the disk will
be equipped with a rack that will mesh with the worm. By the rotation of the shaft, the disk will
move axially along the cone.
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The second embodiment design principle is division of tasks. The main tasks are
transmitting torque and rotational speed to a cone, changing the location of the disk along the
cone, and outputting the torque and rotational speed to the wheels. Several components will be
required to accomplish each task. Each component also has no redundant or unnecessary
features.
Self-help is the next embodiment design principle that will be explored. This design will
employ self-help by having features that keep the disk housing on track with the worm as it
moves along the cone. If there were no guides on the disk housing, then the rack on the disk
assembly would not be able to stay engaged with the worm. Also the supports that connect all
three shafts (input, output, and gear changing) are adjustable. This will allow for the load
between the disk and the cone to always be sufficient.
Finally, stability is the last embodiment design principle that will be discussed. Due to
the nature of the design, this system will not be able to go unstable. It will have several
mounting points so that it is sufficiently mounted to the transmission housing. All rotating
components will also not have any rotating imbalances which would cause unwanted vibrations.
All of these features will ensure that the design will remain stable under all possible operating
conditions.
4.3 Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
Table 5 outlines all of the potential failures that the CVT could have. Along with that, the
causes and effects as well as the severity is outlined. Finally, there is a summary of the current
processes in place to avoid/fix the failures.
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Table 5: Failure Mode and Effect Analysis

4.4 Preliminary Material Selection
The materials for this project were chosen to make a design that was cost effective while
still providing sufficient strength to meet the required loads. These materials will be under a
maximum compressive load of around 6000 N and a torsional load of 240 N-m. So they will be
required to not yield under those loads. It should be noted that the materials chosen for a
prototype would differ from an actual production version of this design. For the prototype the
use of 3D printed and off the shelf components was a main priority. Off the shelf components
are generally cheap and can also be used in the production version of this design. 3D printing
components allow for a very flexible design that is both easy and fast to print. The 3D printed
components could either be cast, stamped, forged or hobbed when they would be massed
produced. The type of manufacturing would depend on the components function and geometry.
26

The material selection for the components will be based primarily on the material
strength, durability, and temperature resistance. Below is a summary of the main components
that will make up the design and their desired properties and potential materials for both
prototype and production.
Table 6: Preliminary Material Selection

Component

Desired Properties

Potential Prototype
Material(s)

Potential Production
Material(s)

Cone

Resistant to wear,
withstand high normal
loads, heat resistant

3D printed ABS plastic

Steel, hard high strength
plastic

Disk

Resistant to wear,
withstand high normal
loads, heat resistant

3D printed ABS plastic

Steel, hard high strength
plastic

Worm

Resistant to wear,
chemically resistant,
withstand high shear load

3D printed ABS plastic,
steel

Hardened steel,
aluminum

Assembly supports

High strength, resistant to
bending

3D printed ABS plastic

Steel, hard high strength
plastic

Input/output shaft

Withstand high loads in
shear,

Steel, hard plastic, 3D
printed ABS plastic

Steel, aluminum

Disk housing

High strength, resistant to
bending

3D printed ABS plastic

Steel, aluminum

Bearings

Withstand high rpm, heat
resistant

Steel, plastic, aluminum

Steel, aluminum

4.5 Calculations
The main question that needs an answer when using friction gearing is the required load
between gears so that they will not slip given an input torque. This can be found using equation
1.

𝑁=

𝑇
𝜇𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛

(1)

Where T is the maximum torque supplied by the engine, μ is the coefficient of friction, rmin is the
smallest radius between the two gears, and N is the required normal load. This equation was
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derived from a simple moment balance between a disk and a fixed surface. For this design the
minimum radius of the cone, rmin, is 50 mm, the coefficient of friction between rubber and steel,
μ, is 0.86, and the maximum torque delivered by the engine is 240 N-m. Inputting those values
into equation 1 yields a maximum required normal load of 5581.4 N. The next item that needs
calculated is the maximum rotational speed of the CVT. This is done by taking the maximum
rotational speed of the engine and dividing by the highest achievable gear ratio of the CVT.

𝜔𝐶𝑉𝑇,𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝜔𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐺𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥

(2)

Here, the maximum rotational speed of the engine is given as 6200 rpm and the
maximum gear ratio (GRmax) is given as 0.7. Plugging those values into equation 2 yields a
maximum rotational speed of the CVT to be 8857.1 rpm. The components must be able to
withstand the maximum rotational speed while in the vehicle. The next equation will provide a
relationship between input and output speed based on the radii of the input and output gears.
𝜔𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑖𝑛 = ωout 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡 (3)
Equation 3 can be used to determine the maximum slip for a cone meshed with a disk
through friction. These calculations will be carried out later. Equation 3 can be rearranged into
equation 4 to obtain a relationship between the gear ratio and the input and output radii.

𝐺𝑅 =

𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑟𝑖𝑛

(4)

Equation 4 will be used for determining the radii of the CVT components. The smallest
radius of the cone was determined earlier to be 50 mm which is rin. Knowing that the minimum
gear ratio of the system is 3.1:1, the radius of the output disk can be determined using equation
4. The calculated radius of equation 4 was determined to be rdisk = 155 mm. Next the largest
diameter of the cone needs to be determined. This is done again by using equation 4. Now the
disk radius and highest gear ratio are known so the maximum radius of the cone be determined.
Plugging in 155 mm for rout and 0.7 for the gear ratio the max cone radius (rcone,max) was
calculated to be 221.4 mm. In order to determine the gear ratio of the worm gear, equation 5 is
used.

𝐺𝑅𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑚 =

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑛 𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑚

(5)
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For a worm gear the number of teeth is one for most cases. For this design a partial
mold of a circular gear was used as a rack and would have 20 teeth if it was a full gear. So for
this case the gear ratio between the worm and the rack was calculated as 20:1. This gear ratio
can be used to determine the torque that needs to be applied to the worm in order to be able to
move the rack and thus change the gear ratio of the system. The maximum lateral force that
will need to be applied is equal to the frictional force generated between the cone and the disk.
Equation 6 can be used to relate the required torque that needs to be applied in order to move
the disk along the cone.

𝑇=

𝜇𝑁𝑟
𝐺𝑅𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑚

(6)

The coefficient of friction between steel and rubber is 0.86 and the normal load was
calculated earlier as 5581.4 N. The radius r is the distance between where the worm meshes
with the gear and the center of the output shaft of the disk. This dimension was decided to be
100 mm. The gear ratio between the worm and the gear was calculated earlier as 20:1.
Plugging in all of these values into equation 6 yields a minimum required torque to the worm
gear of 24 N-m.
Table 7: Summary of Calculated Values

Calculated Item

Calculated Value

Unit

Equation Used

Required preload between disk and cone

5581.4

N

1

Maximum rotational speed of CVT

8857.1

rpm

2

Radius of disk

155

mm

4

Maximum radius of cone

221.4

mm

4

Gear ratio between worm and gear

20:1

-

5

Minimum torque input to worm shaft

24

N-m

6

4.6 Layout
There are two main moving components in this design. The first is the worm which
rotates and moves the rack laterally. The rack is attached to the disk so that when the worm
rotates, the disk will move along the cone which will change the gear ratio. The second main
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moving components of the design are the disk and the cone rotating. These two components
will behave much like gears. So when the cone is rotating clockwise, the disk will rotate
counter-clockwise and vice-versa.

Figure 13: Layout Drawing for Rack and Worm

Figure 14: Layout Drawing for Cone and Disk
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5.0 DETAILED DESIGN
5.1 Design Features
There were several features in this design that are essential to the functionality of the
system. These features would not be realized until a 3D model of the embodiment design is
created. Some features allow for the design to be easier to assemble while others make the
components easier to manufacture. Finally, some features help make the system function more
smoothly.
The first design feature that will be discussed will be the shafts of the system. The input,
output, and worm shafts have a hexagonal shape on the end. This allows for an easy interface
for the automotive manufacturer to connect their components up to. Also the hexagonal crosssectional shape allows for a high amount of torque to be applied to the shafts without the fear of
slipping or fracturing the shafts. These shafts also allow for the components to be 3D printed
easier. If the shafts and the cone were all one piece, it would take a significant amount of
support material in order to print. It would also be too tall of a shape for most 3D printers. That
is why the shaft was kept separate from both the worm and the cone.
The second design feature is the bushings and shafts that are used to interface with
both the bearings and the rotating components. These components will have and outer
diameter that is line-to-line with the nominal bearing inner diameter. This is so that the
components will have a tight fit with the bearing. The shafts will also use the hexagonal shape
to mate up with the cone and the worm and allow torque to be transferred to the cone and the
worm.
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Figure 15: Bushing and Shafts

The rack that connects to the worm and the disk is the most complex part of the system.
This rack must mesh with the worm while holding the disk in place, but still allowing the disk to
be able to rotate. To accomplish this, the disk will be held by a “C” clamp shape. The “C”
shape will be made of three separate components. Two of the three components (shown in
green in figure 16) are identical beams that will connect to the output gear via a needle bearing.
The last component is a rack that will bolt to both of the beams and also mesh with the worm
(shown in orange in figure 16). The reason that the “C” clamp needs to be split into three pieces
is because it will make it easier to assemble.
Between the beams and the output gear is a needle bearing. This needle bearing will fit
between the two shallow bores that are carved out in both the beams and the output gear. This
will hold the bearing in place and ensure a tight connection. This allows the output gear to
rotate will also controlling its movement axially. By rotation of the worm, the “C” clamp will move
axially and thus, move the output gear.
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Figure 16: Cross section of rack and output disk

In an effort to make the design as compact as possible, the three shafts make a tight
angle with each other where the output shaft is the vertex. In the initial sketches and drawings,
all three shafts were originally in-line with each other. To compact the design the worm shaft
was brought as close as safely possible to the cone so that the design would take up less real
estate in the vehicle.
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Figure 17: Side-View of Assembly

Due to the requirement for the large gear ratio range, the maximum diameter of the cone
must be large. Because of this, the overall size of the cone is quite large. In the interest of
making the design lighter, the cone was not made to be solid. The cone is hollowed out and
structural ribs were added. These will ensure that the cone is still strong enough for most
materials that would be considered. This will reduce the overall mass of the system as well as
reduce the rotational inertia which will improve the acceleration and fuel economy of the vehicle.
The supports that connect all three shafts together were purposely kept as two separate
pieces. This is so that the system can be adjusted. This is to allow for the load between the
disk and the cone to be changed. If the supports are pushed closer together, then there will be
a higher preload. The axial position of the cone can also be adjusted to change the preload.
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Figure 18: Front-View of Assembly

Because the disk has thickness, there will theoretically be a different gear ratio
generated at either side of the disk. This is because the disk has the same radius at each point
of the mating surface while the cone’s radius changes linearly along the axis or rotation. So if
each end of the disk is treated as a separate disk with zero thickness, and the cone is spun at a
constant speed, then the zero thickness disks will spin at different speeds.
When a disk with an actual thickness is meshed with the cone there will be some
slipping that occurs. Where or how much slip occurs is not known and difficult to quantify. It is
known that the maximum possible slip would be the difference in rotational speed between both
ends of the disk given a constant rotational speed of the cone. Because of this, the disk was
chosen to be as thin as possible while still providing enough structural rigidity to survive the
loads that it will be under. Figure 16 shows a cross-section of the gear. The theory behind the
cross-sectional shape is for the disk to be thin on the outside to minimize slip and thicker on the
inside to make the disk stronger.
In order to keep the “C” clamp oriented correctly, holders protrude out from the beams
that connect the disk to the rack. These holders go around the worm and ensure that the rack is
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always aligned with the worm. Without them the rack would likely not be aligned and the gear
ratio would not be able to be changed.

Figure 19: Cross-Section of Rack and Worm

5.2 Standard Component List
For cost concerns, using standard components was desired wherever possible. This is
because it is almost always cheaper to buy an existing component off the shelf instead of
ordering a custom component. For this project, McMaster-Carr was used exclusively as the
supplier for off-the-shelf components. Below is a summary of the standard components that
were used for this design.
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Table 8: Standard Component List

Component Name

McMaster-Carr
Part Number

Needle-Roller Thrust Bearing, OD: 60 mm, ID: 40 mm

5909K4

Thick Washer for Needle-Roller Thrust Bearing, OD: 60 mm, ID: 40 mm

5909K297

M8 x 1.25, Class 8, Steel Hex Nut

90592A022

M8 x 1.25, 60 mm long, Medium-Strength, Steel Socket Head Screw

90128A281

Ball Bearing, OD: 47 mm, ID: 20 mm, Width: 14 mm

5972K105

Ball Bearing, OD: 32 mm, ID: 15 mm, Width: 9 mm

5972K358

Low-Carbon Steel Hex Bar, 12 mm wide, 3 ft long

6512K17

5.3 Material Selection and Manufacturing Methods
For the construction of the prototype, each component that was not purchased off of the
shelf will be 3D printed. 3D printing was chosen for all custom components due to its relatively
cheap cost and the speed at which all parts can be printed. For this project all 3D printed parts
were finished within one week which is much faster than almost any other prototype method.
When it comes to a production version of this design, all of the custom components will
need different manufacturing methods when compared to their prototype counterparts. The
most cost effective manufacturing method for the cone would be casting using a mold. Then the
critical surfaces such as the outside cone surface and female hexagonal shaft interfaces would
be machined down to a close tolerance. Stainless-steel would likely be the most effective
material for the cone because of its durability and resistance to corrosion.
The bushings and shafts would likely need to be a hardened steel due to their high
torque loads. These components would likely be machined from solid due to their relatively
simple geometry. The output disk, and “C” clamp components would also benefit from a
machine from solid manufacturing method. These components would also need to be some
form of hardened steel due to the loads they will be under. The rack that meshes with the worm
will have to have hobbing in order to form the gear teeth on the part.
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The worm will also be hobbed to form the teeth that will mesh with the rack. The female
hexagonal interfaces on either end of the worm will be machined. The worm will also feature a
hardened steel again because the torque that it will need to apply to the rack in order to change
the gear ratio.
The large and small assembly supports would be cast in aluminum or stainless-steel.
The holes that house the bearings and mounting holes would be machined to provide a much
tighter tolerance. The surface finish and tolerance of the other surfaces of these parts are not
critical so casting is the best choice.
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5.4 Bill of Materials and Cost Summary
Table 9: Bill of Materials and Cost Summary

Part Name

Quantity in
Package

Quantity
Needed

Cost of
Package

Unit Cost

Cost for
Prototyp
e

Needle Bearing

1

2

$11.43

$11.43

$22.86

Needle Bearing Washer

1

4

$3.18

$3.18

$12.72

M8 x 1.25 Nut

100

4

$4.84

$0.05

$0.20

M8 x 1.25, 60 mm bolt

10

4

$5.23

$0.52

$2.09

Ball Bearing, ID: 20 mm

1

4

$7.21

$7.21

$28.84

Ball Bearing, ID: 15 mm

1

2

$7.72

$7.72

$15.44

Steel Hex Bar

1

1

$12.71

$12.71

$12.71

Output Gear Mount

2

$0.00

Worm Shaft

2

$0.00

Input/Cone Shaft

2

$0.00

Turn Handle

2

$0.00

Bushing

2

$0.00

Cone

1

Large Support

1

Small Support

1

Rack and Cross-member

1

Output Disk

1

Worm

1
Total for 3D
Printed Parts
Total

$340.00
$434.86

Color Code:

McMaster-Carr

3D printed by Luke Held

3D printed by Mike Weaver
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It should be noted in table 9 that some of the components were free. This is because
the supplier for some of the 3D printed parts was willing to print them for free. The other 3D
printed parts were quoted as a batch and not individually so the total for all of the parts was
listed instead. Also, because this project is a senior design project, the cost for 3D printing the
components was free at the University of Akron, so the actual cost of the prototype was only
$94.86. The cost for the parts was listed anyway because in most cases the 3D printed
components would have been cost money to print.
6.0 PROTOTYPE
6.1 Prototype Construction
The construction of the prototype focused on demonstrating the concept of the CVT
design. It was also desirable to construct the prototype with as little cost as possible. The CVT
will be made at half scale when compared to the desired design. All of the drawings and
models represent the prototype design.
To assist in the demonstration of the design, handles were made that could fit on both
the input shaft and the worm shaft. This would allow a person to manually rotate the input shaft
and change the gear ratio. Motors could have been used to demonstrate the design, but to
reduce cost a manual system was determined to be a better solution.
The prototype was also mounted on a board to help secure it in place as well as make
sure that no moving components touch the ground. The four mounting holes that are located on
the large and small assembly supports were used to mount the assembly to the stands on the
board. The stands on the board have slots to allow for the design to be adjusted slightly.
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Figure 20: Picture of completed prototype

6.2 Prototype Validation
The prototype was tested in a few areas. The first was the gear ratio range of the
system. This was done by moving the disk all the way to the lowest or highest gear location.
Then, the input shaft was rotated one revolution and the percent of one revolution that the
output shaft rotated was recorded. The handle from the worm drive was moved to the output
shaft to give a better idea of how far the output shaft was rotation. The results were as
expected and the system achieved a minimum gear ratio of approximately 3.1:1 to 0.7:1.
The other main test for the prototype was the changing of the gear ratio via the worm
gear. This test did not go as smoothly as the previous test. When the worm is rotated the gear
disk and “C” clamp assembly does not move very easily along the output shaft. This is likely
because the worm creates a moment on disk and “C” clamp which causes too much friction for
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it to be able to move. In order to move the assembly, a force equal to the force generated by
the worm must be applied to the other side of the disk. Only then will it move axially along the
output shaft. In an attempt to mitigate this, grease was applied to the output shaft to attempt to
lower the friction. Still, there was too much friction and there were large stresses applied to the
assembly when the worm gear was rotated.
Other test such as the normal load between the disk and cone and maximum torque
transfer were not able to be tested. This is because the prototype was made out of plastic and
would not be able to withstand the forces that the actual CVT would be under in a vehicle.

7.0 DISCUSSION
The concept as a whole has potential but will need some refinement in order to be a
more viable option for automakers. The main issue is the worm gear that applies a force to only
one side of the disk. A solution to this problem would be to put a worm gear on the other side of
the disk that would be driven by two identical gears that connect both worms. This would allow
for an even axial force applied to the disk with no moment generated.
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Figure 21: Concept solution for worm gear problem

In terms of changing gear ratios. The system is successful in providing a continuous
range of gear ratios with a minimum gear ratio of 3.1:1 and a maximum gear ratio of 0.7:1. This
is most important because it shows that there is another method to the CVT than just the pulley
and belt system that is currently the main solution.
This design does have concerns with long term reliability. The biggest would be the
shear force that would be applied to the disk when the gear ratio is being changed. A large
force is required to move the disk along the cone. This is because the large normal load that is
required between the disk and the cone. The force that pushes the disk along the cone must be
larger than the frictional force that is generated which was calculated as 5581.4 N. That is a
large force to apply to a system in shear. Likely, this would cause significant wear on the disk
surface as well as the cone surface.
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So maybe this design would not fare well in a vehicle but it could have other
applications. This design would likely excel in low torque and high speed applications. The
Achilles heel of the design is the torque requirement that needs to be transferred through the
system. The higher the torque, the higher the normal load between the cone and disk.
Because of this relationship, a low torque application would be better suited for this design.

8.0 CONCLUSION
It can be concluded that there are alternative solutions to the traditional continuously
variable transmission design. A design where a disk meshes with a cone via friction is a viable
option that can deliver a continuous range of gear ratios. It is possible for this system to transfer
a significant amount of torque as well. The amount of torque that the system can transfer has a
linear relationship to the normal load between the disk and the cone. So it is possible for this
system to transfer a lot of torque, but the consequence is a large normal load which is limited by
the strength of the components.
A prototype was constructed to demonstrate the functionality of the design using a
combination of off the shelf components and 3D printed components. The prototype showed
features about the design that were successful and features about the design that were
unsuccessful. It showed that the cone and disk were capable of transferring torque through
friction. Also, it showed that the current design is not very capable of changing gears and that
the current design would need to be changed.
It is clear that the current design does have its flaws and would need to be redesigned in
order to perform all of its functions smoothly. The main design flaw is the worm gear which is
only present on one side generates a moment on the disk when changing gear ratios. This
does not allow the disk to move smoothly along the output shaft. A solution to this problem was
proposed in the discussion section.
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10.0 APPENDICES

Figure 22: CVT Assembly Drawing
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Figure 23: Worm Shaft Drawing
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Figure 24: Cone Shaft Drawing
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Figure 25: Cone Drawing
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Figure 26: Worm Drawing
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Figure 27: Output Disk Drawing
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Figure 28: Rack Support Drawing
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Figure 29: Rack and Cross Beam Drawing
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Figure 30: Hex Rod Bushing Drawing
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Figure 31: Turn Handle Drawing
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Figure 32: Front Support Drawing
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Figure 33: Rear Support Drawing
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Figure 34: CVT Full Assembly

Figure 35: Exploded View of Assembly
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Table 10: List of Components

Component Name

Exploded View Label
Number

Cone

1

Large assembly support

2

Small assembly support

3

Output disk mount

4

Output disk

5

Output shaft

6

Worm gear

7

Rack and output gear cross-member

8

Ball bearing OD: 47mm, ID: 20 mm ,Width: 14mm

9

Ball Bearing OD: 32, ID: 15, Width: 9

10

Worm gear shaft

11

Cone shaft

12

Output bearing bushing

13

Needle Bearing Washer OD: 60 mm, ID: 40 mm, Thickness: 1mm

14

Needle Bearing OD: 60 mm, ID: 40 mm

15

M8 x 1.25, 60mm, 18-8 Stainless steel cap screw length

16

M8 x 1.25 18-8 Stainless steel nut

17

Turn handle

18
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Figure 36: Gantt chart
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